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N.Z. NOTES AND COMMENT

by Colin Hamilton

King George V 8d. In January I reported two previously unrecorded re-entries (R4/1 and 511)
in the red-brown printing. Mr. S.F. Cross-Rudkin of Dorset now tells me that he has two left
marginal two-pert. pairs in indigo-blue, and that neither of them shows any sign of these varieties.
He suggests, therefore, that the re-entering may have been done at the time of the change of
colour. If so - and it does seem the most likely explanation - it would be of quite unusual
significance, since it would (I think) be the only instance of work being done on any George V
plate after it had been printed from. (Incidentally, I have in the meantime seen a second copy
in red-brown with the R4/1 variety.)

Curiosity Corner. The 1968 Armed Services issue has been reported to us on an official first
day cover with the special first day of issue cancellation of Wellington dated 23rd April 1968.
Evidently this was an interesting error, that being the date of issue of the Maori Bible stamp,
i.e. the commemorative immediately prior to the Armed Services. Our correspondent adds that
at the time he obtained his cover, he saw others similarly dated, and in fact had to search long
and hard before finding one with the correct (7th May 1968) datel We have no recollection of
this anomaly. Perhaps readers would be well advised to check the dates on their covers.

This issue of the Bulletin typifies an obvious but not often appreciated advantage which
subscribers enjoy - the opportunity to acquire choice material which never, repeat
never, is afforded to collectors at large. That of course is not to say that we cater only
for the 'high-powered' collector. Our stocks of lesser and more ordinary items are wide
and constantly changing, so if you don't see your requirements offered do not assume
we haven't got it. Let us know what it is you want, and we'll be only too pleased to try
to help.

Ross Dependency (some notes contributed by Campbell Paterson, M.B.E.). In the October 1981
issue of the N.Z. Post Office "Philatelic Bulletin", an article was published on the postal history
of Antarctica - that part of it now known as Ross Dependency.

The article included an announcement of a new issue scheduled for Jan., 20th 1982 (as indeed it
was issued, in due course). Six values were forecast and illustrated. They were: 5c "Scott's Hut,
Cape Evans", 10c "Tracked Vehicles", 20c "Scott Base", 30c "Adelie Penguins", 40c "Vanda
Station", 50c "Field Party". The originals from which the illustrations were taken appear to have
been "artists submitted designs", or possibly modifications of such.



As anyone who has the stamps can see, the value/design combinations on the set eventually issued
do not in all cases tally with the earlier publicity illustrations. As issued, the stamps show:

. 5c "Penguins", 10c "Tracked Vehicles", 20c "Scott Base", 30c "Field Party", 40c "Vanda Station",
60c "Scott's Hut".

The matter is not of any great importance, but is of some· interest in that it gives an insight into the
changes that can and frequently do take place between the initial conception of a set of stamps and
its final issued form.

STAMPEX 1983

Congratulations to all of the following on their awards in this annual National Exhibition.

Silver Medal:

Bronze-Silver Medals:
J.G. Stonehouse (Yad Newspaper)

T.H. Brock (N.Z. External Airmailsl, D. Churchill (King George VI
1/- - 3/-), ~G.G. Rlley (King George V Recessl, R.M:J. Smith
(1970 Pictorials).

1898 PICTORIALS - Continued

A continuation of this popular listing from the January Bulletin.

401 (a) &cl Green, London Print (E14a). Three delightful shades, mint - cat. $225
and a bargain at : : :: : ::.:: : ::..: : .

(b) As above. Two very nice used copies, both with c.d.s. cancels, and in fine
green contrasts :.: .

402(a) &cl Green, Pert. 11, No Wmk (E14b). Used copy in the 'normal' green shade
(cat. $80). Fine : :; :: .

(b) As above. Another used stamp, this time in the scarcer yellow-green (cat.
$1001. Very distinctive :.: : .

403(a) &cl Red, Pert. 11, No Wmk (E14cl. Two attractive rose shades, both mint
(cat. $901 :..: :: : : : :.: :: :..: : .

(b) As above. Unused block of 4 (no gum), pale-rose shade. Cat. $180, offered
at : .

(cl As above. The three listed shades (rose, rose-red, brick-red), all used and all
superb .

(d) As above. For the collector requiring a more comprehensive range of shades,
this unrepeatable used set of 6 is tailor-made :..: : : :.: :: ..

(e) As above. Used horizontal pair, with Dunedin 23SP01 central c.d.s. cancel ..

(1) .As above. Used stamp imperf. at right (showing part of the next impression).
Slight surface damage, but most unusual· .

£70.00

£42.50

£30.00

£37.50

£30.00

£15.00

£30.00

£37.50

£7.50

£7.50



£30.00

£12.50

£15.00As above. The two listed shades of steel blue and deep blue, used .

As above. This shade set is of 4 differing blue contrasts, all used and
unrepeatable .

8d Pert. 14 (E16d). Mint single ..

As above. Used copy with the R5/2 re-entry (listed in Vol. 1 of the Handbook) £15.00

As above. Three very fine contrasts (one of which is a notably bright blue).
All used and most eye-catching £27.50

As above. Very nice used pair, Nelson c.d.s. £15.00

As above. Mint single (prussian-blue) showing a strong vertical guide-line at
right-hand side ;; :.................................................... £15.00

As above. Superb used in the Indigo shade (not at all an easy stamp used) .. £12.00

As above. Used stamp .. £4.00

6d Reduced, Pert. 14x15 (E15e). Brilliant mint copy - not unhinged but
otherwise perfection· ; ::.;; : ::; ;;.; ; ; : ;............. £30.00

As above. Set of 3 used stamps, with watermarks sideways, sideways-inverted,
and sideways-inverted-and-reversed respectively........................................... £10.00

As above. Letters wmk used :.............................. £3.50

As above. Used stamp, impert.at top (E14eY) £7.50

6d Red, Pert. 14 (E14g). Used copy, in the 'normal' pink shade £3.50

6d Reduced, pert. 14 (E15a). Used single £4.00

As above. Mint copies in the two Catalogued shades. Lovely...................... £27.50

Bd London (E16a). Marginal mint, stamp unhinged, prussian-blue shade .... £17.50

As above. Two carmine-pink shades, one deep, the other pale. Both used .. £8.00

Bd Pert. 11, No Wmk (E16b). Three shades of blue, all mint. Minimum
Cat. $90. A gift at £20.00

Bd Pert. 11, Wmk'd (E16c). Mint single £15.00

404(a~ 6d Red, Pert. 11, Wmk Sideways (E14e). Two mint in totally different
shades, nay, colours - of deep carmine-rose and rose-red. Stunning
contrasts. (Min. Cat. $90) ....;..:.:.....:...::....................................................... £37.50

. As above. Set of 5 magnificent shades, all used £12.50(b)
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(d) As above. Letters wmk, used .

.412

413

9d Pert. 11, No Wmk (E 17b). Used single .

9d Pert. 11, Wmk'd (E17c). Used single .

£10.00

£7.50

£10.00

414(a) 9d Pert. 14 (E17d). Beautiful corner copy with full selvedge, mint .

(b) As above. The two Catalogued shades, mint. Incidentally both stamps show
part letters wmk ; : .

(c) As above. Mint copy, superb appearance, but not absolutely top grade (small
thin etc.), hence .

(d) As above. Three glorious contrasts, all used .

MORE PENNY UNIVERSALS

Superb, unusual material - continued from last month.

£20.00

£27.50

£5.00

£27.50

£375.00

415(a) Waterlow Trial Plates, Pert. 14 (G9a). Even in this, their "commonest"
form, 'Waterlows' are very elusive in mint. Here offered is a lovely pair from
pI. W2, of typically full, vibrant colour. Condition fine £17.50

(b) As above. Marginal blocks of 4 with the distinctive plate numbers W1 and
W2. One or two gum-side faults (fully allowed for in the price), but nice
appearance. The pair of scarce plate blocks (1980 Cat. $500) £137.50

(c) As above. Another W2 plate block of 4, this one fine, lovely colour, and
beautifully centred £110.00

(d) As above. Set of two used, one from each of the two plates, specially
selected to show clearly the plate differences. An inexpensive reference set 75p

(e) As above. A superior set of 10 used, showing the five readily identifiable
types found from each plate. Thus the set comprises five stamps from W1
showing Types a, b, c, d, e, and a similar quintet from W2 £5.50

(f) As above. The notable and attractive "No Sea Under Globe" variety, in lovely
used pair with a normal stamp. The 'No Sea' stamp, incidentally, also shows
a really major re-entry (PI. W2 R6/18) £20.00

416(a) Waterlow Trial Plates, Pert. 11 (G9b). A very good, sound, commercially
used copy of a great rarity. Of the number of alleged examples we have seen
offered in recent years, every one (without exception) has proved to be the
much less rare Royle in the same perf. This copy is unconditionally
guaranteed - in fact it is a type 'd' from pI. W1, and as a bonus it shows
major re-entry doubling affecting the lower part of the design. (Our Cat.
price is scheduled to be increased to at least $1000, and that figure is
certainly no over-valuation). The used rarity ..



(b) As above. Another copy, appearance just as good, but with a major repair
noticeable only from the back. An unrepeatable chance to fill an impossible
gap at .. £35.00

417 Waterlow Trial Plates, Pert. 11x14 (G9c). Superb commercially used. Also
very rare, and again fully guaranteed ; : : . £325.00

418(a) Waterlow Trial Plates, Mixed Perts. (Gge). Need we say it, yet another rare
one. Very good commercially used : : .

(b) As above. Another example, finest c.d.s. used (dated 1908) : ..

(c) As above. Mint vertical pair, stamps originally perf. 14 all round, re-perfed
11 between the pair. Heavy vertical crease and rather 'tired' gum, but
facially quite attractive : ..

£225.00

£250.00

£65.00

419(a) Royle Plates, Pert. 14 (G10a). Mint blocks of 4 (two of which are marginal)
in five of the most gorgeous shades one could ever wish to see. Words cannot
do them justice, but we'll try. Marginal block in rose-carmine, block in deep
rose-carmine, marginal block in deep bright rose-carmine, block in a breath
taking deep bright pink-carmine (very pronounced aniline - so much so that
the effect is almost like a full offset on the back) and finally a block in an
even more breathtaking blood-red, as deep, rich and full as we have ever set
eyes on. The fact that there are at least five re-entries (one major, four
minor) included is quite incidental. The makings of a page in a million £125.00

(b) As above. Set of three less spectacular shades - but by any normal standards
still exceptionally good contrasts. Three mint stamps £8.50

(c) As above. Vertical pair (with top selvedge) of major variety. Imperi.
Horizontally (G10aZ). Mint, fresh and fine £110.00

420(a) Royle Plates, Pert. 11 (G 10b). Superb mint copy, apparently unhinged. The
rather thick, crinkly gum is a standard feature of this issue - if seen other-
wise, beware! S.G. Cat. £225, our price £125.00

(b) As above. Superfine block of 4, with full (very wide) selvedge at right.
Lovely block! £475.00

421

422

Royle Plates, Pert. 14x11 (G10c). Finest mint copy, as usual somewhat
off-centre .

Royle Plates, Perf. 11x14 (G 1Od). Lovely mint copy, unusually well-
centred for these compound perfs .

£62.50

£67.50

423(a) Royle Plates, Mixed Perts. (G10e). Mint copy (with bottom selvedge),
originally perf. 14 all round, re-perfed 11 horizontally. With official patch-
ing and the razor cuts which usually accompany patching . £60.00



(b) As above. The other, and much scarcer form - mixed perts. vertically
(Le. originally perf. 14 all round, re-perfed 11 vertically). Superfine mint
copy, without patching in this case, and therefore without razor cuts .

424(a) Surface Print (G11a). Superfine mint copy of a scarce and under-estimated
little stamp ;;; ; : ;:::: :;.::..;..:..: :•. ;..: :

(b) As above. Block of 4, same "C.P." quality, and that means the best .

EDWARDS, GLORIOUS EDWARDSI

£80.00

£27.50

£115.00

£225.00

The finest listing of these difficult and attractive definitives it's been our pleasure to present for
many, many years (if indeed there has ever been a better offering). From a superb collection
formed with particular attention given to freshness and beautiful condition.

425(a) ~ Green (H1a). Three excellent shades (yellow-green, green, pale green),
all in mint pairs .......:..................................................................................... £7.50

(b) As above. Mint block of 4 from a 1909 booklet pane, with binding and side
selvedges intact (no bars). Cat. $100 as two pairs (W3bJ). Condition superfine £42.50

(c) As above. Equally immaculate block of 6 from the 1912 booklets with bars
added. Unfortunately the binding and right selvedges have been removed,
but the left selvedge (with coloured bar) remains intact to prove the"source.
Cat. $250 as a complete pane ;.:.......................................................... £37.50

426(a) 2d Mauve (H2a). Three magnificent shades, finest mint £52.50

(b) As above. Three superb mint pairs, in contrasts even more striking (if that's
possible) than lot (a) - incidentally none of the shades here is duplicated in
the singles above, so together the two lots would make a wonderful page.
The three pairs £110.00

(c) As above. Mint block of 4, brilliant and beautifully centred £77.50

427(a) 3d Pert. 14x14% (H3a). Two shade singles, superb contrasts. Superfine mint £35.00

(b) As above. Three immaculate mint pairs, in chestnut, bistre-brown, and pale
bistre (again no duplication of the shades above). Lovelyl :.............. £110.00

(c) As above. Superb mint block of 4 (bistre-brown) . £85.00

428(a) 3d Pert. 14 line (H3b). Finest mint copy..................................................... £20.00

(b) As above. block of 4, superb £87.50

429 . 3d Pert. 14x13% (H3c). Ran~ stamp - rarer still in superlative mint block
of 4 as here offered ; .



430 3d Two-Perts. Se-Tenant (H3e). Another rarity, in a quite exceptionally fine
mint block of 4. More exceptionally still for a two-pert. block, centring is
absolutely perfect •..•.....••••.;.......................................................................... £600.00

Note: If unsold as a block, we will consider orders for the two vertical pairs it will
provide - one pair unhingect'mint at £350, one pair very lightly hinged at
£250.

431 (a) 4d Red-Orange, Pert. 14x14% (H4a). Mint pairs in red-orange and bright
red-orange. Supertine .••..••..•..••.........•..•....•..•..............•.•....••..••..•...••..........•.

(b) As above. Block of 4 in red-orange, mint and superfine, if centred
fractionally to the right .........••....;•...............;....•.;...•.•...•...•.......•.•...•: .

(e) As above. Another block, in the bright shade, just as fine and in this case
perfectly centred : .

£80.00

£77.50

£85.00

432 4d Red-Orange, Pert. 14 line (H4b). Glorious mint block of 4, supreme
quality ; . £85.00

433(a) 4d Yellow (H4d). Shades of yellow and bright yellow. Two mint, superfine £35.00

(b) As above. Similar shades, but in superb mint pairs £70.00

(e) As above. Block of 4 (yellow), immaculate mint £75.00

434(a) 5d Brown, Pert. 14 line (H5a). Oeep brown and deep red-brown. The two
shades, finest mint £30.00

(b) As above. Superb mint block of 4 in a pale reddish brown. A beautiful block £77.50

435(a) 5d Brown, Pert. 14x14% (H5b). Superfine mint pairs in three grand shades,
one being a particularly outstanding bright reddish brown £60.00

(b) As above. Superb mint block of 4, deep brown shade £60.00

436(a) 5d Brown, Pert. 14x13% (H5c). Mint copy in deep reddish brown. Superfine £10.00

(b) As above. Mint pair in a distinctive bright red-chocolate, contrasting
violently with the previous item. As 5d's not infrequently do. this pair
shows a design set-off on the back £22.50

437(a) 5d Two-Perts Se-Tenant (H5d). Magnificent mint block of 4 in deep reddish
brown £135.00

(b) As above. Another block, in the same distinctive shade as lot 436 (b) above
(but without the set-off impression). Brilliant mint £140.00

438(a) 6d Carmine, Pert. 14 line (H6a). Mint copy in carmine. Superfine £22.50

(b) As above. Mint block of 4, centred a trifle right, otherwise very fine £92.50



439(a) 6d Carmine, Pert. 14x14~ (H6b). Set of three glorious shades, deep
carmine, carmine and bright carmine. Finest mint ,........................... £75.00

(b) As above. Superfine mint block of 4 in carmine £95.00

440(a) 6d Carmine, Pert. 14xl31Aa (H6c). Mint pair in carmine. Superb :..... £100.00

(b) As above. Similarly fine pair in deep carmine :.................................... £120.00

(c) As above. An exquisite block of 4 in an intense bright shade. Like the 3d,
Sd's in this pert. are extremely scarce and, in multiples, genuinely rare.
The superb mint block ::::: :.: :.. : :::.................... £225.00

441 (a) 6d Two-Perts. Se-Tenant (H6e). Rare piece follows on the heels of rare piece
herel A brilliant mint block of 4, showing 14x13% over 14x14%. Near-
impossible material £575.00

(b) As above. Believe it or believe it not, another two·perf. block, just as fine,
and in a rather brighter shade £575.00

(To be concluded)

MISCELLANY

442 ld Dominion. Unhinged mint block of 4 on De La Rue paper with water·
mark sideways (J4a) - except that in this block all 4 stamps are completely
without wmk! Singles. pairs or strips can and do occur relatively frequently
with no watermark in this issue, but blocks must be very uncommon indeed.
The superb block (J4aZ, S.G. 526a) : . £27.50

443 KING GEORGE V 6d CARMINE·LAKE

Brilliantly fresh mint copy (very lightly hinged) of this key George V ra~ity.

Shade absolutely guaranteed. A truly beautiful stamp (S.G. 489d, cat. £500) £425.00

444 1940 Centennial Officials, "Joined ff". Complete set of the eight varieties.
The 2%d is in marginal strip of 3, all others in marginal pair with normal.
Finest mint (light hingeing is almost invariably confined to the selvedges.
though in a couple of cases it encroaches very slightly on to a stamp. The
variety set, seldom available .

445(a) 1969 Health 4c + le. Three mint urihinged blocks of 4 of the 'Dr. Gunn'
design in quite superb shades of the background colour - deep chocolate.
deep brown, pale brown. Magnificent coverage of a good little stamp .........

£200.00

£12.50

(b) As above. Blo~k of 4 in the more elusive and very distinctive deep chocolate.
Unmounted mmt £4.75


